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MISSION
As the RDMO for Central Oregon, the Central Oregon 
Visitors Association (COVA) vision for the region 
is to level the seasonality of visitor demand; create 
programs and opportunity to enhance tourism 
development, as well as, protect our natural assets and 
product sustainability.  Most importantly, the Central 
Oregon stakeholders remain a committed partnership 
to work  responsibly and creatively establish the region 
as a year-round visitor destination.

COVA’s mission is to generate overnight visitation to 
support an enduring economy for the region.  COVA’s 
destination marketing, promotion, sales, public relations 
and destination development programs directly support 
business diversification throughout the region, leading to 
economic vitality and resource sustainability.

COVA further serves as the industry communications 
and convening conduit for Travel Oregon programs 
and coordinates industry-wide collaboration for all 
community and industry partners in Central Oregon.

RCTP GOALS

Goal 1 
Increase local marketing capacity with 

destination marketing and sales programs 
designed to level the seasonal fluctuation 

of Central Oregon Tourism volume and 
mitigate peak season impacts

Goal 2
 Support rural tourism development and industry 

partner innovation and collaboration 

Global Marketing Goals
 Build brand awareness and publicize the 
visitor experiences that distinguish EO  

as a unique and premier travel destination.
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ORGANIZATION

COVA has served as the RDMO for 
Central Oregon since

COVA is governed by an industry-elected 
board of thirteen directors, who represent 
both the geographic and product diversity   

of the region.

COVA holds a minimum of two Central 
Oregon stakeholders meetings annually,       

as well as a State of the Industry education 
and networking event.

500
Business Membership Base

Functioning as the industry voice for the 
region, the COVA team actively engages with 

our 500-business membership base and 
Destination Marketing Organization (DMO) 

partners on a daily basis.

1971 

and is the longest-serving tourism marketing 
organization in the region.  

+

COVA has an operations sta  of                

and a regional visitor center sta  of 
7

2

Independent of the Regional Cooperative 
Tourism Program (RCTP),  COVA operates as 
the RDMO with an annual budget of more than 

$2.5 million; 
directly leveraging and optimizing the RCTP 
investment for the highest and best use of both 
Deschutes County and statewide lodging taxes.
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COVA’s 45-page Strategic Plan, inclusive of highly 
detailed program measurement, provides the roadmap for 
regional destination marketing.  

The RCTP initiatives defined by the stakeholders will 
leverage COVA’s regional plan, focusing on new areas 
of development, with each RCTP initiative further 
contributing to the overall industry balance and vitality.

Plan measurement is highly research-based and includes 
data from multiple resources.  We consider multiple 
forms of measurement including: Travel Oregon’s 
Longwoods study and Smith Travel Reports, regional 
airport enplanements, flight frequency and markets 
served reports; as well as Travel Oregon and COVA visitor 
stakeholder surveys.

In addition, COVA manages highly detailed website 
analytics and conversion reports, social media analytics, 
referral traffic to members, event activations, lodging 
revenue reports, transient room tax reports, industry 
surveys and private sector co-op investment in COVA’s 
leveraged marketing programs are all measured for  
return on investment.

OVERALL SUCCESS MEASURES

website analytics & 
conversion reports

social media analytics

referral tra c to members

event activations

lodging revenue 
reports

transient room 
tax reports

$

industry surveys

private sector  co-op
investment

$
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REGIONAL TOURISM

Central Oregon has seen an 
increase in tourism for seven 
consecutive years. 
Welcoming more than 4.3 million overnight 
visitors in 2015 (2015, Longwoods). 

The direct tourism spend from these 
visitors to the region was more than $859 
million dollars, with total economic impacts 
exceeding $1 billion (Runyan). 

While Central Oregon welcomes visitors 
from all over the world, more than 70% of  
our destination visitors originate from the 
West Coast.  

The San Francisco Bay Area, Seattle, Los 
Angeles, Phoenix, and Oregon’s I-5 corridor 
contribute as primary source markets.

Due to outstanding product and seasonal 
diversity, Central Oregon attracts visitors 
from all walks of life including outdoor 
adventure aspirationalists, working 
professionals, multi generational families 
and empty nesters. No matter where our 
visitors come from, Central Oregon visitors 
share a love for outdoor recreation and are 
searching for unique authentic experiences.

Sitting at the crossroads of mountains, lakes, 
rivers, high desert and canyon country, 
Central Oregon is home to the Pacific 
Northwest’s largest ski area – Mt. Bachelor; 
and the birthplace of modern sport climbing 
– Smith Rock.  

With world-class fly-fishing and cycling and 
over two-dozen golf courses (three ranked in 
the nation’s “Top-100”) as well as a vibrant 
and eclectic dining, arts and culture scene; 
there are unlimited enticements to visit 
Central Oregon.

Central Oregon ranks amongst the fastest-
growing regions in the nation, in large part 
due to the experiences provided to visitors 
who want to make the Central Oregon 
lifestyle permanent.

4.3 million 
Overnight visiters in 2015

$859 million
Direct tourism spend

$1 billion
Total economic impact exceeding

70%
of visitors originate from 

the West Coast

Over

Primary Source Markets:

San Francisco Bay Area

Seattle

Los Angeles

Phoenix

Oregon’s I-5 corridor
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Stakeholder feedback was vitally important to showcase 
how regional strengths, weaknesses and opportunities 
can vary enormously between the diverse communities of 
Central Oregon.  

Urban areas are much more prone to feeling the 
compression of over-visitation, while rural communities 
seek to develop product and experiences to pull visitor 
volume from highly compressed areas to under-visited 
and developing assets nearby.  

COVA understands the role of the RDMO is to help ensure 
that all stakeholders are communicating and collaborating 
in a shared, healthy regional vision.

Key themes that resonated amongst Central Oregon 
stakeholders include:

 Programs and messaging designed to increase  
 year-round demand, leveling the seasonal peaks  
 and valleys of visitor volume.

 Maintain commercial air service levels and  
 support expanded air service development.

 Develop product, human resources, technology  
 and marketing support for rural communities.

 Convene and collaborate with regional partners  
 on destination development programs designed  
 to support regional trails, transportation  
 maintenance and infrastructure.

 Incorporate sustainable messaging to ensure  
 that the resources we market to visitors are  
 protected and enhanced with management of  
 visitation to sensitive areas to retain high  
 quality visitor experiences.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK

1

2

3

4

5
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OVERALL BUDGET

OVERALL PLAN

DEPARTMENT/CATEGORY

Destination Development $140,000.00 $240,000.00 $380,000.00 34%

Global Marketing $82,841.00 $145,562.00 $228,403.00 21%

Program Administration $100,000.00 $100,000.00 $200,000.00 18%

Global Sales $107,500.00 $70,000.00 $177,500.00 16%

Other: Group/Meetings $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $100,000.00 9%

Industry & Visitor Services $6,000.00 $10,000.00 $16,000.00 1%

Total $486,341.00 $761,124.00 $1,101,903.00 100%

FY 17-18 BUDGET FY 18-19 BUDGET BIENNIUM BUDGET % OF BUDGET

MONTHS

2017 20192018

MARKETING #1  MEDIA FAM’S & STORY PITCHES  $68,403

DESTINATION DEV. #1  MATCHING GRANTS  $240,000

SALES #1  MATCHING GRANTS  $240,000

MARKETING #2  DIGITAL CONTENT DEVELOPMENT  $50,000

DESTINATION DEV. #2  COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE  $100,000

SALES #2  BRAND USA MICROSITE  $17,500

INDUSTRY & SERVICES #1  GOV’S CONFERENCE GRANTS  $16,000

#3  GLOBAL SALES SHOWS | FAM’S  $85,000

OTHER #1  GROUP | EVENT DEVELOPMENT  $100,000

MARKETING #3  WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT  $50,000

DESTINATION DEV.#3  DESCH. TRAILS COLLABORATIVE  $40,000

MARKETING #4  TORP  $60,000

01 02 03 04 0507 08 09 10 11 12 060701 0802 0903 1004 1105 1206
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Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.

GLOBAL MARKETING

TACTICS

The RDMO will engage consumers and invite destination 
visitation through multi-tiered, highly targeted 
advertising, sales and public relations programs. 

The strategy will leverage COVA’s destination marketing 
investment in out-of-state target markets, thereby 
ensuring the highest and best use of industry resources.

Public relations is a cost-effective strategy to elevate 
and complement COVA’s destination marketing and 
advertising strategies. FAM/research trips are a way for 
travel writers to experience the destination and help tell 
the unique stories of Central Oregon.

Website development will provide a vehicle to  
disperse visitor inquiries to partners throughout the 
region. Content development will be available for  
DMO and industry partners to utilize for their  
community websites seamlessly.

# 1 Media FAMs research trips 
& story pitches

# 3 Website

# 2 Digital content development
# 4 Travel Oregon Regional Pack (TORP)
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DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT

Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.

The RDMO and Central Oregon stakeholders have 
placed destination development as a top priority for 
regional investment resources. Destination development 
strategies will provide the opportunity for both rural and 
urban assets and attributes of the region to be supported 
with resources from the RCTP.

The destination development vision is that the region will 
support programs that will lead to product development 
that is visionary, sustainable and responsibly focused 
on resource enhancement and protection. These tactics 
encompass both large-scale and small-scale projects, as 
the need and priorities within the region are quite diverse 
from community to community.

 » Ensure that existing commercial air service to  
 the region is retained and that flight frequency and  
 additional non-stop routes and air carrier  
 relationships are developed

 » Balance the seasonal influx of visitors and impacts  
 on ‘over-loved’ natural attractions

 » Facilitate and develop a community grant program  
 to provide development support for individual new  
 projects and community priorities

TACTICS

# 1 Destination development matching 
grant program

# 3 Deschutes Trails Collaborative (DTC)

# 2 Commercial air service development 
& marketing fund
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GLOBAL SALES

Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.

The Global Sales strategies will leverage the region-
wide partnerships established to support and 
sustain the robust in-market and inbound FAM 
opportunities presented by Travel Oregon.  

The development of international awareness could 
not be achieved for Central Oregon without the 
leveraged opportunities provided by Travel Oregon’s 
Global Sales department.

Following multiple years of modest investment, Central 
Oregon is seeing real growth in international relationships 
and sales catalogs. This momentum must receive continued 
attention and investment.

Our international visitors are known to stay longer and 
spend more money while in our communities. In addition, 
the international traveler is a key target for non-peak travel 
and rural exploration and adventure.

TACTICS

# 1 IAGTO – NAC 2018 # 3 Brand USA international microSite

# 2 Domestic programs for international 
global sales
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Central Oregon Stakeholders determined that opportunity 
for industry networking, education and engagement is 
important. A barrier for many stakeholders is the financial 
commitment to attend and participate in the single most 
important industry-networking event in the state; the 
Oregon Governor’s Conference on Tourism. 

Central Oregon’s Group/Convention/Sports development 
and sales initiatives will continue to develop awareness, 
networking and face to face destination sales with 
qualified Meeting Planners from across the  US. 

The US Group Sales and Convention markets is a key 
opportunity for shoulder season development, as Meeting 
Planners book far in advance and are motivated for non-
peak travel to achieve favorable rates.

Central Oregon strongly believes that attendance and 
industry engagement at the conference is a priority 
that should be supported with a regional scholarship 
program.

The Regional efforts will focus on group/convention  
lead development in new markets to ensure the RDMO  
is complementing and building the exposure for the 
region; while being cognizant to avoiding the RDMO 
competing in any way with the sales teams of our 
regional private sector partners.

TACTICS

TACTICS

INDUSTRY & VISITOR SERVICES

INDUSTRY & VISITOR SERVICES

Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.

Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.

# 1 Sales: group,  convention, and/or sports

# 1 Governor’s conference: attendance, 
sponsor & sxhibitor Support
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Group | Convention | Sports 
This role coordinates and staffs the RCTP group and event 
effort.  Responsibilities include staffing and coordinating 
the Central Oregon Group /event advisory team and trade 
shows identified in the RCTP strategies. The position also 
oversees the Travel Oregon Regional Pack and Welcome 
Center  fulfillment responsibilities.

Additionally, this role provides administrative support for 
the Central Oregon Matching Grant program and attends 
all Central Oregon Stakeholder and OTC meetings.

EVP: 
This role co-leads RCTP plan development and 
strategies, Commercial Air Service initiatives and airline 
headquarter meetings. EVP is responsible for staffing 
and coordinating the Deschutes Trails collaborative 
initiatives and program execution and  attends all Central 
Oregon stakeholder meetings and OTC meetings.

CEO
This is the lead position on the RCTP plan and strategic 
visioning to ensure that RCTP resources are fully 
leveraged with COVA’s overarching destination messaging 
and supported by the Central Oregon Stakeholders 
engagement. CEO ensures that RCTP strategies are 
staffed an implemented in accordance with RCTP plan 
and attends all Central Oregon Stakeholder Meetings and 
OTC meetings.

Six of COVA’s seven full time staff members invest 
significant time and resources to support the Central 
Oregon RCTP to ensure full integration of the RCTP 
programs into the regional destination strategies.

Comprehensive time invested by the COVA team to 
function as the RDMO in the appropriate convening 
leadership capacity for the region equates to an  
estimated 1.5 FTE positions. Positions engaged with  
RCTP programs include:

VP
As co-lead for RCTP plan development and execution, 
this role coordinates all external marketing programs to 
ensure that RCTP resources are complemented and fully 
leveraged by COVA’s larger regional destination marketing 
strategies. This includes project development, media 
buying, research and execution of plan strategies. VP will 
attend all RCTP, OTC and stakeholder meetings.

Industry Relations
Coordinates all Central Oregon stakeholder meetings 
and communications keeping the funnel of information 
flowing with industry partners at all levels.  This includes 
coordinating the Central Oregon Matching Grant program.  
Duties also include attending all RCTP, OTC and ODMO 
meetings and managing the overarching communications 
pipeline from Travel Oregon to RDMO to DMO.  
Additionally, this role executes and attends all Central 
Oregon hosted FAM trips in collaboration with Travel 
Oregon while coordinating and staffing global sales trade 
shows identified within the RCTP plan. 

Content & Communications Manager
This role staffs and coordinates all global marketing public 
relations andc programs for RCTP strategies.

OVERALL SUCCESS MEASURES
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